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This will clean up various things 1  proMised to do by the end of the week (see, I'm 
keeping my promise). 
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available to you at regular rates for cartoons. I asked her to have them submitted to 
. If it can be done. you'll 01Pilam. 

• These things you wanted that are not enclosed are being sent under separate cover. They 
couldn't be immediately obtaineWIPAy are pictures and recipes re leftover dishes*  clothes. 
I em led to believe that the Depts information and pictures on these subjects are defitient 
anj that there may be nothing on clothes. Also pictures re women in ag. defense and war 
wo; k. lou get a couple when Mellett's office called for you, but not much. This was because 
la t y were busy when the gill was made and couldn't do much and because they have made 
available to the S-:Tost, exclusive, their best pi x  on this subect. They will ask the SEP 
to make up its mind immediately and you'll get the leftovers. Also, as soon as they 
get a chance, they'll ransack their files and send what they think you might like, but this 
wont be at least for several days. When you get these pictures, unless andither address 
is given, return them to Kate Smith, photo Dept of g., 7/ash DC as soon as you can 
finish wit them. Of course, you keep Whet you use. 

the moment it is impossible for the consumers counsel of the Ag dept to do a.piece 
you, He has suggested a story, showing that suddenly Washington has be blown up 

o what you might call the 4ation's biggest war industry, how this effects the health 
the people here, their housing, the comparison between poor housing for many p eople 
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and some of the de luxe barns nearby where cows live in style. Mere is a milk problem here, 
because the loesI board of health and mono ire dairy assn have kept any but local milk ec 

out of the district, and farmers, forced . pad their capacities to suPply what is now 
needed will be ruined after the war. I'm passing his suggestion along. Be also 
suggested a transportation story, how we can help transportation and insure deli rise 
by more effecient organization. Unless we do, there will be a problem getting fresh food t:sec  

city people. 
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